Abstract-We created an Eclipse plug-in called FrenchPress that offers students feedback on their Java programming style.
It is designed not for novices but for students taking their second or third Java course. Advanced beginner students know enough to produce a program with the desired input/output behavior, but fail to understand it could still be poorly written. Large class sizes in introductory courses make it difficult for instructors to give their students individualized attention. FrenchPress automates a small subset of the feedback students might have received from educators. The system diagnoses issues characteristic of programmers who have not yet assimilated the object-oriented paradigm, such as misuse of the public modifier, fields that should have been local variables, and instance variables that should have been class constants. We conducted a classroom trial of the plug-in covering four assignments in data structures and algorithms. Among students whose code triggered one or more diagnostic rules, the percentage who modified their program in response to FrenchPress feedback varied from a high of 59% on the first project to a low of 23% on the second and fourth projects. On the user surveys following each assignment, 56-66% of respondents said they were satisfied with FrenchPress performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
Holding office hours shortly before the due date of a pro gramming assignment can be a rough ride. Frustrated students line the hallway waiting for a few minutes of the instructor's attention. They have a compile-time or run-time error they cannot decipher and therefore cannot fix, or the program is producing incorrect output but the student lacks debugging skills to locate the fault. While the student is painfully aware of these obstacles, he might be completely oblivious to stylistic blunders the professor or T. A. observes as she examines the program. Even code that is performing as intended might fail to conform to professional Java programming practices. But the student's moment of crisis is not a propitious time to educate him about coding standards. He will not be receptive to suggestions for improving the style of his program when his inunediate concern is achieving the desired input/output behavior in time to meet the submission deadline.
When is the right moment to give students stylistic feedback on their code? In many introductory courses the class sizes are so large that automated grading is the only feasible option to achieve a reasonable turnaround on student submissions. When programming assignments are run through a test harness, it can be difficult to incorporate style points into the grading rubric.
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Where class sizes permit manual grading, the instructor could include comments on coding style in her written feedback to the student. There is, however, no guarantee that the student will ever read those conunents. By the time the grader's feedback is available, the student has already moved on to the next project and might have lost interest in learning how he could have improved the previous one.
FrenchPress is our response to the challenge of providing useful and timely stylistic feedback to advanced beginner students. FrenchPress is a plug-in for Eclipse, the IDE required for assignments in our undergraduate data structures and algorithms course. The student can run the plug-in as he is working on his program, whenever he is ready to entertain stylistic suggestions. FrenchPress identifies a limited set of poor programming practices that are characteristic of students who have not yet assimilated the object-oriented paradigm. These issues include misuse of the pub 1 i c modifier, fields that should have been local variables, and instance variables that should have been class constants. The plug-in does not check for spacing, cOlmnents, capitalization patterns in identifiers, and other conventions of Java coding that are very competently covered by a tool such as Checkstyle [1] .
Our target population is students in their second or third Java programming course. Experience suggests that novices taking their first course are not ready to absorb stylistic guidance when they are still fighting with the compiler to get their program to run. FrenchPress is aimed at students who have learned enough Java to produce a working program, but have never participated in a large software project where code quality can have long-term consequences for the productivity of other team members. Our goal is to nudge these students in the direction of professional programming practices, without writing code for them. The plug-in suggests changes in the program but it is up to the student whether he wants to edit his code in light of the FrenchPress feedback.
In [2] we discuss in more detail the objectives that motivated the design of the FrenchPress plug-in. Here we give a brief overview of the tool's repertoire of diagnostics and its user interface. This paper focuses on the results of a classroom trial we conducted in the Fall 2014 undergraduate data structures and algorithms course (CS2).
II. FRENCHPRESS DIAGNOSTICS
FrenchPress diagnostics aim to correct programming style blunders that are most common among beginner and advanced beginner Java learners. Experienced programmers are not the intended audience of this pedagogic tool, and some of the rules would be inappropriate for them. The plug-in prototype comprises seven diagnostic rules, one of which never trig gered during the classroom trial. We include below examples of FrenchPress feedback messages for the six rules that proved effective. Numbers in parentheses refer to lines in the . j a v a file. Some of these questionable coding choices reveal the student's poor grasp of the object-oriented programming paradigm, including concepts of access control and the dis tinction among class, instance, and local variables. Other rules address the all too conunon misunderstanding of the boolean data type. Further detail in [2] . 
III. RUNNING THE FRENCHPRESS PLUG-IN
The plug-in does not run continuously in the background, as this might risk overwhelming the student with confusing feed back on half-written code. The student chooses FrenchPress from a menu in the Package Explorer view of the Eclipse IDE. He can run FrenchPress on on a single . java file, or on all the . j a v a files in the s r C folder of the project. FrenchPress displays a pop-up dialog box containing feedback for the student to read. If the student's code triggers no diagnostic rules, the message reads "Good work! FrenchPress found no flaws in your code." If the code triggers one or more rules, FrenchPress presents feedback in the order of the rules listed in Section II. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of FrenchPress running on the . j a v a file displayed in the Eclipse editor window.
IV. FRENCHPRESS IN CONT EXT
Why create FrenchPress when there are already so many tools available to analyze Java programs? Existing style check ers and automatic assessment systems developed in academic environments are aimed at students who are just learning how to program. They flag mistakes that cause compile-time or run-time errors, and common mix-ups that lead to incorrect program behavior (for example, = in place of == ) . FrenchPress goes after the silent flaws that do not cause error messages or bad output: flaws the student might never notice because nothing in the development process signals a problem. Table I summarizes the evaluation mechanisms available in some of the systems that have been developed for the auto mated assessment of programming exercises. The most com mon form of assessment is to run the student program on a test suite created by the author of the programming exercise. The author specifies correct input/output pairs in a configuration file, or writes a model solution that will generate such pairs. ASSYST [3] and Web-CAT [21] require the student to submit a test suite, which is itself evaluated for completeness.
Testing input/output behavior does not give the student any feedback on the style or design of his program. Many systems compensate for this drawback by incorporating a software quality metric into their scoring. These metrics are a combination of quantitative measures of the program such as number of conunents, length of identifiers, and length of methods. Some automated assessment systems offer static analysis of qualitative aspects of the student's program. ELP [12] , Expresso [14] , and Web-CAT aim to discourage bad programming practices such as unused variables or risky side effects. Web-CAT merges diagnostics from both Checkstyle and PMD [24] into a unified report, so the student can inspect his code with all the warning messages displayed line by line. Instance variables such as theBoard (10) solution (11) should not be declared public. If you need to read or change a variable V outside of the class, define getV and setV methods. Or, If V is really a class constant, declare it public static final.
These methods are declared public but never called outside their own class:
solver (38) If you meant these to be helper methods used only within this class, they should be declared private instead.
You can reread this message In your frenchpress folder In the flle Hanoi 8oardSolver-fp 1 5-0 1.txl. r:1 Problems &3 @ Javad o items algorithms.Hanoi80ardSolver.Java -hanol-student/src CourseMarker U Nottingham [7] , [8] , [9] C++, Java FrenchPress bridges the gap between existing pedagogic systems aimed at novices and static analysis tools geared to ward professionals. Bug reports from industrial strength tools such as FindBugs ([25], [26) ) and PMD can be intimidating for Java learners. These tools presuppose a familiarity with programming language vocabulary that is still out of reach for most CS2 students. FindBugs does not recognize many of the style flaws FrenchPress identifies, because it is looking for more subtle errors an experienced programmer might make (synchronization of threads, vulnerability to malicious code). FrenchPress might flag a programming practice that looks dodgy in student code, while the same practice in the hands of a Java professional would not arouse suspicion. As students advance in the computer science curriculum, we expect them to outgrow the FrenchPress plug-in and graduate to professional analysis tools.
FrenchPress is similar in spirit to systems such as Stench Blossom [27] With so many options for program analysis, the CS2 pro fessor might want to combine FrenchPress with some other tool that covers different mistakes. Our plug-in relies heavily on Eclipse's rich repertoire of data structures and built-in functions. Incorporating FrenchPress feedback into a stand alone static analysis system would require a complete re implementation of the rules. On the other hand, it would be feasible to integrate FrenchPress with the Eclipse plug-ins for Checkstyle, FindBugs, JDeodorant, or PMD. We must avoid overwhelming the student with too many warnings. The author of an omnibus plug-in could define default rule sets catering to varying levels of programming sophistication, and/or provide a user-friendly dashboard so the student or the instructor could select the most appropriate diagnostics.
V. CLASSROOM TRIAL
In Fall 2014 we conducted a classroom trial in the under graduate introduction to data structures and algorithms. The study was supervised by the UMass Amherst Institutional Review Board, which approved our research protocol includ ing the informed consent form and survey questions.
[32] and [33] were our guides for evaluation. We did not attempt a randomized controlled trial, due to the ethical difficulties of an intervention in which only half the class would have access to a new software tool. Students who volunteered to participate were rewarded with a small amount of extra credit toward their final grade. Students who chose not to participate could earn the same extra credit by completing a short writing task. The study covered four prograrmning assignments, projects 3-6 in the course numbering. We skipped the first two projects to allow time for the informed consent process. For each project, students enrolled in the trial were asked to analyze at least one, preferably more, of their . j a v a files before submitting their program to be graded. After the due date for each assignment, the students responded to a short online user satisfaction survey. There was no overall survey at the end of the semester. We decided to administer multiple surveys for two reasons. First, we wanted to capture the students' impressions of the plug-in soon after they finished working with it, before their memory of the FrenchPress feedback had faded. Second, different programs written for different assignments elicit different feedback from FrenchPress. The student might find the diagnostic messages he received on one assignment were helpful, but those for the next assignment were less helpful. Instead of asking the student for his average judgment over all assignments, we wanted to obtain a more specific evaluation of his experience on each program.
The number of study participants varied slightly from one assignment to the next, as a few students forgot to run the plug-in or skipped the survey for a particular project but then re-engaged on the following one (Table III) . A total of 53 distinct individuals tried the plug-in for at least one project. 37 students used the plug-in on all four assignments (although not all of them kept their software up to date).
The classroom trial produced two types of data: program archives recorded by the plug-in, and responses to the user surveys. The FrenchPress log file is an objective record of the student's interaction with the tool, both feedback received and changes made or not made. The student's survey responses give insight into his subjective experience of FrenchPress.
VI. FRENCHPRESS PROGRAM ARCHIV E
The first time the student runs the plug-in, it creates an archive folder in his project. The archive folder contains all the feedback files FrenchPress has produced for that project, and a . jar file of program history. Every time FrenchPress runs, it records a snapshot of all the . java files in the src folder at that moment (not just the file under analysis).
The program archive reveals how many students received suggestions for improvement and what if any changes they made to their program in light of the feedback. The left-hand bar plot of Figure 2 shows what percentage of students who ran FrenchPress received substantive feedback. By "substantive feedback" we mean any diagnostic message. Users who did not get any substantive feedback saw only a "Good work"
Changed program?
Fig. 2. Rates of substantive feedback and program modification
message. The four projects are color-coded in this and sub sequent figures. The percentage of users receiving substantive feedback declined from a high of 87.2% on the first project to a low of 29.5% on the last project. Since each student could decide for himself how many files he wanted to analyze, the amount of diagnostic feedback he got depended in part on how zealous he was. The minimum required to earn extra credit was running FrenchPress on just one . j a v a file for each project. We deliberately kept the criteria of participation low to avoid seeing students drop out of the study.
Regardless of student behavior, project 6 elicited little diag nostic feedback compared to the other assignments. Table IV shows the percentage of substantive feedback messages among all the messages generated by the plug-in on each assignment. P6 seems to be qualitatively different from the other three projects. The low rate of substantive feedback on the final project might reflect improvement in student programming practices, due to exposure to FrenchPress, the excellent in struction by the professors, and the coding experience gained over the semester. However, the drop in substantive feedback from P5 to P6 is so steep that we suspect other factors are also contributing. The data structure explored in each assignment or the starter code furnished by the professors could render FrenchPress diagnostics more or less relevant. One possible explanation is that P6 had some synunetrical structure because it asked students to implement a max-and a min-priority queue using a max-and a min-comparator. When one of the pair was working correctly, the student could just copy his code and make minor modifications to finish the mirror class. Less room for creativity means lower likelihood of mistakes, hence less FrenchPress feedback. A. Short-term indicator of student learning
The right-hand bar plot of Figure 2 shows what percentage of students who received substantive feedback changed their program in response to the diagnostic message. This measure can be taken as an indicator of student learning in the short term: the student read the feedback message, understood it, and acted upon it. The indicator ranges from 58.5% on the first assignment in the study to 23.1 % on the final assignment, but it does not show a smooth decrease in between. The sharp decline from P3 to P4 might reflect the fact that the students' initial enthusiasm for new software has worn off. By the end of the classroom trial, fewer participants were getting substantive feedback from FrenchPress but a good proportion of those who got feedback were still motivated to modify their code. Student uptake of FrenchPress's suggestions might also have suffered because the diagnostic messages are not always on target. Some messages were false positives due to implementation errors, while other messages were misleading because the rule itself needed further refinement.
Rules 2 and 4 generated many messages that were not entirely appropriate for the student's program. Rule 2 is designed to identify class constants, but it also triggers when the student has declared and initialized a field that is never referenced anywhere else in the program. While it is certainly possible to make such a field static final as Rule 2 suggests, doing so would not improve the code. The best feedback message in this scenario would ask the student to consider eliminating the field all together. Similarly, Rule 4 recommends making a public method private if it is never called outside of the class where it is defined. But some of these methods are not called anywhere in the entire project. These might be methods the student wrote and subsequently forgot to delete when he refactored his code. Or perhaps the student included these methods because they are logically part of the class's API even though they are not required by any interface the class implements, and are not used in the current project. The feedback message for a method that is not called anywhere should be different from the feedback message for a method that is called only within its defining class. Table V shows the off-target feedback as a percentage of all the substantive feedback from FrenchPress. Projects 4 and 6 have higher percentages of off-target messages and lower percentages of students who acted on the feedback. It is quite possible that the students were exercising good judgment in ignoring messages that did not make sense for their code. B. Longer-term indicator of student learning
If FrenchPress is achieving its educational goals, one would expect the frequency of feedback to decline over time as students learn to avoid the mistakes they were making when they first started using the plug-in. We interpret frequency in relation to the length of code analyzed. For each student and each project, the feedback frequency of Rule n is number of feedback messages generated by Rule n total file length The denominator includes all files the student analyzed for that project, whether or not they produced substantive feedback. We tabulated each rule separately because there is no reason to expect that what a student learns from one rule will carry over to other rules. Although the six rules fall into three categories (Section II), even rules of the same category address different stylistic issues; seeing feedback from one would not necessarily help the student avoid triggering the other.
To look for trends over the length of the study, we limited our attention to the 37 participants who used the plug-in on all four projects. Each of these students has four feedback frequency numbers for each diagnostic rule, reflecting his trajectory through the classroom trial with respect to that rule. The trajectory falls into one of the following categories:
Omsg the student received no feedback messages from that rule on any project; 1 prj the student received feedback messages from that rule on exactly one of the four projects; Dec the feedback frequency for that rule follows a de creasing trajectory; Inc the feedback frequency for that rule follows an increasing trajectory; Zig the feedback frequency for that rule follows a zigzag trajectory (down followed by up, or vice versa).
Figures 3-5 show for each rule the distribution of student tra jectories in these five categories. We separated out trajectories in which the student received feedback from the rule on only one of the four projects. Otherwise, a single positive feedback frequency at the beginning, at the end, or in the middle of the trial would produce a decreasing, increasing, or zigzag trajectory respectively. These distinctions are arbitrary if the student interacted with the rule on just one project. Learning from feedback is only one factor that might influence student trajectories through the classroom trial. The nature of the problem posed makes some assignments more likely to trigger certain rules and not others. P6 produced very ...,. little substantive feedback, so almost all trajectories decline at the end of the semester. This seems more a consequence of the project than of any learning that might have occurred.
The evidence for student learning from these plots is incon clusive. For all the rules except Rule 4, so many trajectories are in the Omsg or Iprj categories that the remaining trajectories do not show much of a trend. Rule 4 is the only one that has a significant percentage of decreasing trajectories. This rule "ii "2' "2' 
VII. USER SATISFACTION SURV EY RESPONSES
An important objective of this research is to give ad vanced beginners feedback they can understand, eschewing unfamiliar jargon and subtle programming language concepts these students have not yet absorbed. To get a sense of how well FrenchPress achieved this goal, we included several questions on the user satisfaction survey related to the quality of feedback and the student's overall impression of the tool.
• For this assignment, was the feedback from FrenchPress confusing or easy to understand?
• For this assignment, was the feedback from FrenchPress helpful or unhelpful?
• Are you satisfied or dissatisfied with the perfor mance of FrenchPress on this assignment? Figures 6-8 show the distribution of answers to these questions for the four projects. We standardized the three Likert-style scales so that each plot runs from Bad (confusing, unhelpful, dissatisfied) on the left to Good (easy to understand, helpful, satisfied) on the right. The labels MB and MG stand for moderately bad, moderately good. In Figures 6 and 7 , the y axis includes only those students who indicated on their survey that they had received substantive feedback (sfb) for that project. In Figure 8 the y-axis includes all survey respondents for each project.
These bar plots suggest that most students found the feed back easy to understand, but not consistently helpful. Project 6 Feedback easy to understand? feedback seems worse than the others, but the difference might be due to population size: only 13 students got substantive feedback on P6 (19 messages in total). As noted earlier, the plug-in's performance was marred by false positives and rules that triggered in situations for which the feedback message was not correctly worded. These shortcomings are reflected in Figures 7 and 8 . Nonetheless, most students rated their overall satisfaction with the plug-in as neutral or positive. 
VIII. LESSONS LEARNED
Counting feedback messages would seem straightforward, but it requires careful attention to avoid treating duplicate messages as if they were new. Many students ran the plug-in over and over but made no changes to their code in between. The feedback files might look as though a rule has triggered many times, but it is really the same mistake recorded again and again. A similar problem arises if the student made other changes to his code that did not affect the mistake being counted. The message generated by a different rule might disappear due to the changes, but the untouched mistake will elicit the same feedback as before, perhaps with a different line number. In these cases the feedback message counts once and the repetitions of that message do not increase the total.
We should have made prompt software updates a require ment. Bug fixes and feature enhancements led to the release of new versions during the trial. Updating the plug-in demanded minimal effort, the students had only to select Check for Up dates on the Eclipse Help menu. Nevertheless, some students were slow to update their software and three even reached the end of the study without updating at all. Students might have been more conscientious had we told them they would lose extra credit for submitting feedback files from older versions.
We built an Eclipse plug-in so we could give the Java learner suggestions while he is still working on his program, instead of delivering comments weeks after he has finished it. We hoped students would run the plug-in several times for the same class definition as they modified the file. However, examination of the archive folders shows that running FrenchPress at an early stage of development can produce some unhelpful messages, just as Eclipse displays spurious warnings and errors when the programmer is part-way through a line of code. In future we will tell students to wait until their project is near completion before they get feedback from the plug-in.
IX. CONCLUSION
The Fall 2014 classroom trial of FrenchPress covered four CS2 assignments (P3-P6). The percentage of participants who got substantive feedback (not "Good work") declined steadily throughout the study, from a high of 87% on P3 to a low of 30% on P6. This might indicate students benefited from FrenchPress over the course of the semester, as they read the feedback and learned not to make the same mistakes. But many other factors could influence the level of feedback, including the type of coding required for the assignment as well as the student's (lack of) enthusiasm for running the plug-in on multiple . java files. The program logs show that students did not always modify their code as recommended by FrenchPress. Among students who got suggestions for improvement, the proportion who changed their program in light of the feedback was about half on P3 and P5, but less than a quarter for P4 and P6. This might reflect the quality of FrenchPress diagnostic messages, which were not always appropriate for the student's program. Higher incidence of off-target messages coincided with the lower uptake on P4 and P6.
Survey data show that over 87% of respondents found FrenchPress feedback to be moderately or very easy to under stand for P3-P5, dropping to 60% on P6. However, the diagnostics were more intelligible than helpful. About 55% of users found the feedback rather or very helpful on P3 and P5, but the percentage drops to 32%-40% on P4 and P6, tracking the rates of off-target feedback. Despite this drawback, overall satisfaction with the plug-in was good. The percentage of respondents who said they were somewhat or very satisfied with the performance of FrenchPress varied from a low of 56% on P3 and P6 to a high of 66% on P5.
We also examined individual trajectories of subjects who ran the plug-in on all four projects, to see whether the frequency of feedback messages from each of the diagnostic rules increased, decreased, or fluctuated. This analysis was inconclusive because most students got feedback from a partic ular rule on none of their projects, or only one. Few trajectories showed any recognizable trend up or down.
A classroom trial of four programming assignments is not long enough to see slowly developing trends. The data collected so far do not support a firm conclusion about the plug-in's efficacy. The learning one might expect from a tool such as FrenchPress will probably not be evident until the semester following the one in which the student is exposed to the feedback, or even later in the student's course sequence. FrenchPress tries to give users a gentle push toward better programming practices. A student might read a feedback message and decide it is not worth the trouble to modify a program that is already computing the correct output. He might still internalize the coding recommendation and adhere to it on subsequent projects. A longer study would be required to discern the gradual evolution of student programming habits.
